
Tips for Parents by Susie Kohl 

Do Clothes Make the Child?  
HO WORE IT BEST?” You may be familiar with this headline placed over photos of 

several female celebrities in identical dresses. Readers are asked to decide which 

woman looks the most attractive in the outfit. What a demeaning competition to 

impose on people! The concept that females need to compete with each other in terms of clothes 

and looks has been around a long time. However, more recently the media has taken that un-

happy, self-defeating idea and injected it into childhood. Introducing a “best dressed” attitude for 

girls as young as preschool and kindergarten is a thoroughly modern invention.  

Recently, I wrote about the commercialization of young boys’ clothes with superhero images, 

which tend to be associated with aggression in preschool and with the narrowing of play themes.  

The image that takes over the imagination of young girls tends to be the princess, specifically 

Disney-created royalty. Most of us didn’t grow up with Disney attire; it’s a fairly recent retail  

phenomenon.  

There’s nothing wrong with buying a princess costume for a little girl. It’s fun to play princess, 

but we want to avoid having girls link their sense of self to what they wear. In addition to 

princess garb, today’s clothing manufacturers  promote clothes that offer girls a celebrity look 

with tutu skirts, shirts with glitter, and fancy shoes.  

Once upon a time, children dressed for climbing trees and playing in mud. Moreover, out in the 

neighborhood we didn’t notice what anyone else was wearing because our focus was on the 

activity. Today girls often lose out because their cute clothes make active play more difficult, 

and the commercialization of princess themes or superhero garb makes it harder for girls and 

boys to play together.  

Peggy Orenstein, author of Cinderella Ate My Daughter—Dispatches from the Front Line of the 

New Girlie-Girl Culture, notes how emphasizing princess clothing shrinks the imagination of 

girls’ play. The underlying issue for boys and girls turns out to be the same: choosing clothing 

based on commercial images often distracts children from working out their own imaginative 

themes in play, a process that has always been central to healthy emotional development. 

One of the ways we can help is remembering to give attention to children for their imaginations, 

rather than commenting on the cuteness of a girl’s attire or how strong a boy looks in a Super-

man shirt. What about making positive comments about clothes and shoes that allow for running 

fast and climbing high? 

This is a time when our goals include creating more empowering identities for children and con-

fidence in their individual uniqueness. It’s wonderful for parents to talk with each other about 

pressures they feel to buy things that the latest advertising promotes. There is no right or wrong 

way to approach these subjects, but there are ways for families to have active discussions about 

the value of  play-friendly clothes that emphasize the uniqueness of each child rather than the 

latest corporate fad. 
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